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PRODUCTION OF 232;233Pa IN 6Li+232Th COLLISIONSIN THE CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY APPROACHV.P. AleshinInstitute for Nulear Researh, Kiev, Ukraine(Reeived July 23, 1999)The semilassial model of nulear reations with loosely bound pro-jetiles (V.P. Aleshin, B.I. Sidorenko, Ata Phys. Pol. B29, 325 (1998)) isre�ned and ompared with experimental data of Rama Rao et al. on theexitation funtion for the prodution of 232; 233Pa in 6Li+232Th ollisionsat E = 30�50 MeV. The main ontribution to the prodution of 232Pa isthe 2 neutron emission from exited states of 234Pa formed in the (6Li,�)reation. The main soure of 233Pa is the (6Li,�p) reation followed by transitions from exited states of 233Th to 233Th (g.s.) whih transformsto 233Pa through �� deay. The ground state of 6Li regarded as a ombi-nation of n+ p+ � is modeled with the K = 2, lx = ly = 0 hyperspherialfuntion. The alulation underpredits the exitation funtion of 232Pa bya fator of 0.6 and overpredits the exitation funtion of 233Pa by a fatorof 2.3, on the average. With the more realisti wave funtion of 6Li bothfators are expeted to be loser to 1.PACS numbers: 24.10.�i, 24.10.Lx, 25.60.�t1. IntrodutionIn [1℄ we formulated the semilassial model of low energy reations in-dued by projetiles whih are loosely bound towards deay in two or threepartiles. The reations were assumed to proeed as dissoiation of the pro-jetile into its onstituent partiles, eah of whih may later be absorbed bythe target or bypass it. The model develops the ideas of lassial desriptionof diret reations followed by �ssion [2�4℄ and extends the semilassialtheory of Coulomb exitation [5,6℄ to the transitions to the unbound states.Having applied the model to the d+93Nb ollisions at E = 15�25 MeVwe found [1℄, that the total ross setions of (d; p), (d; n) and ompletefusion reations reasonably agree with quantum results [7℄ and experimentaldata [8℄. To illustrate the model for projetiles omposed of three partiles,the integrated ross setions were alulated for 6He (= �+ n+ n) indued(941)



942 V.P. Aleshinreations following ollisions with 232Th at few MeV above the Coulombbarrier.For three-partile projetiles it is impossible to test the semilassialmodel by omparison with quantum alulations beause the latter are lim-ited to the ase of 2-body projetiles [9℄. Alternatively the model ould beveri�ed by omparing the predited ross setions of 6He indued reationswith experimental data. However experimental data on energy-integratedross setions of 6He indued reations on heavy targets at energies near toand below the Coulomb barrier are very sare.Most experiments with suh beams are limited to elasti sattering (e.g.see [10�12℄) and reations on light nulei in whih ases our model is notvalid. Experimental ross setions on �ssion and fusion reations in thesystem of 6He+209Bi near the Coulomb barrier were reported in [13℄ and [14℄,respetively. Sine these are the very �rst measurements their use to heka new model would not be onlusive.Therefore we deided to verify the model by analysing experimental datawith 6Li beams taking into onsideration that these are far less exoti thanthose of 6He while the wave funtion of 6Li regarded as a system onsistingof n+ p+ � is similar to that of 6He [15℄.As a test ase we take the exitation funtions of 6Li indued reationson 232Th leading to the radioative residual nulei 233; 232Pa in the range ofthe bombarding energy E = 28�48 MeV measured using the ativation ofstaked foils tehnique [16℄. The results presented in [16℄ somewhat disagreewith the pioneer experiment [17℄ based on a di�erent tehnique.2. Wave funtion of 6LiFor a reent review of the models of six-nuleon systems see [18℄. A-ording to [15℄, the ground state wave funtions of 6He and 6Li look similarlyto eah other although their spins di�er (1+ in 6Li vs 0+ in 6He). Therefore,in the present work, the wave funtion of 6Li in the on�guration spae wastaken the same as that of 6He. The spin-isospin fator of the wave funtionis not needed in our semilassial model.Aording to Filippov et al. [19℄, the hyperradial potential in 6He isV (�) = � V01 + (�=a)3 ; V0 = 87MeV; a = 3:073 fm : (1)We used the same formfator for the potential in 6Li, having adjusted onlyV0 in order to ensure the orret binding energy of 6Li, B(6Li) = 3.7 MeV,rather than 0.96 MeV in 6He.



Prodution of 232; 233Pa in 6Li+232Th Collisions in : : : 943In the �rst order of the perturbation theory the hyperradial wave funtion�(�) does not hange whileV0(6Li) = V0(6He) + �B(6Li)�B(6He)�24 1Z0 �2(�) d�1 + (�=a)335�1 : (2)Sine the relative di�erene between V0(6Li) = 97 MeV found from Eq. (2)and V0(6He) = 87 MeV is small, the perturbation theory is validated.Numerial values of �(�) were taken from [19℄. As angular part of thewave funtion of 6Li in the 6-dimensional spae we used the hyperspherialharmoni with K = 2, lx = ly = 0. Then the distribution probability overx;y is given by j	(x;y)j2 dxdy � �2(�) sin2 4� d� d� dx̂ dŷ; (3)where x = 1p2(rp � rn); y = 2p3 �r� � rp + rn2 � ; (4)r�, rp, rn are the positions of �, p, n. On the right hand side of Eq. (3) wehave restored d� whih has been missed in [1℄. Taking into aount that� =px2 + y2; tan � = x=y ; (5)we �nd d�d� = dxdypx2 + y2 : (6)Combining this relation with (3) we obtain the distribution over x; y :p(x; y) = Z j	(x;y)j2 dx̂dŷ � �2 �px2 + y2�px2 + y2 x2y2(y2 � x2)2(x2 + y2)4 : (7)This funtion is plotted in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Probability distribution p(x; y) for the wave funtion of Eq. (3). From top tobottom y inreases from 0.5 fm to 6 fm by 0.5 fm step. The dinuleon and igarlikeon�gurations are determined as those for whih x < y and x > y, respetively.3. Trajetory alulationsThe distribution funtion (3) was used to generate randomly x, y whihthen were used to speify the initial positions of n, p, � in the enter ofmass system of 6Li. As desribed in [1℄, given x, y one an �nd the initialmomenta of n, p, and � partile from the expressions involving the bindingenergy of 6Li, its K value and hyperradial potential.Given initial positions and momenta of n, p, � inside 6Li whih is aboutto move towards the target with energy E and angular momentum L, we�nd r�, rp, rn and partile momenta in the absolute system and put thesequantities into Hamilton's equations for � = n; p; �. Along with V (�) theseequations inlude the real parts U�(r) of partile-nuleus optial potentials,U�(r) + iW�(r).The solutions of Hamilton's equations (found with the RKFS ode [20℄)together with the imaginary partsW�(r) were used to �nd for eah trajetorys the appropriate survival and absorption fatorsP (s)� = exp2642~ tfZ0 dt� �"(s)� (t)�W�(r(s)� (t))375 ; Q(s)� = 1� P (s)� ; (8)where tf ! 1. The step funtion �(") is equal to 1 for positive intrinsiurrent energies of 6Li and zero otherwise.The exitation energies of reoil nulei are denoted by Ex. For instane,in the reations (6Li; �p), (6Li; �n) and (6Li; �), these are given byE(s)x (233Th) = K(s)n + U (s)n �B(232Th) +B(233Th);



Prodution of 232; 233Pa in 6Li+232Th Collisions in : : : 945E(s)x (233Pa) = K(s)p + U (s)p �B(232Th) +B(233Pa);E(s)x (234Pa) = K(s)n + U (s)n +K(s)p + U (s)p �B(232Th) +B(234Pa); (9)where K(s)n , K(s)p , U (s)n ; U (s)p are the kineti energies and potentials of n andp in the �eld of 232Th at t = tf and B is the binding energy of a nuleusindiated in parentheses [21℄.This information was used to onstrut the partial reation probabili-ties T(L;Ex); where  denotes the type of the reation. For the reations(6Li; �p), (6Li; �n) and (6Li; �) we have:T�p(L;Ex) = 1N NXs=1 P("(s)f ;Ex �E(s)x )P (s)� P (s)p Q(s)n ;T�n(L;Ex) = 1N NXs=1 P("(s)f ;Ex �E(s)x )P (s)� Q(s)p P (s)n ;T�(L;Ex) = 1N NXs=1 P("(s)f ;Ex �E(s)x )P (s)� Q(s)p Q(s)n : (10)The fator P(";�) is equal to 1 if " > 0 and j�j <1 MeV and zero otherwise;"(s)f is the intrinsi energy of the � + n + p system at t = tf , N is thetotal number of samples at given L. Equations (10) are equivalent to theproedure of Ref. [1℄ if `reombination' of n, p, � bak to 6Li is negligible.The ross setions are given by�(Ex) = �~22ME XL (2L+ 1)T(L;Ex); (11)where M is the mass of the projetile. It is assumed that M is muh smallerthan the target mass. Please note that a fator of 2 should be dropped inthe expression for � on p. 328 of Ref. [1℄.In the following alulations, the parameters of the optial potentials forn, p, � are taken from [22, 23℄ and N = 200.4. Prodution of 232;233Pa at E(6Li) = 40 MeVIn Fig. 2, we show the ross setions�(6Li; �p;Ex); �(6Li; �n;Ex); and �(6Li; �;Ex) (12)for the prodution of 233Th, 233Pa, and 234Pa, respetively, by the 6Li beamof E = 40 MeV on the 232Th target as funtions of the exitation energy Exof the appropriate reoil nuleus.
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Fig. 2. Exitation energy distributions of 233Th and 233;234Pa produed in the6(Li,�p), 6(Li,�n) and 6(Li,�) reations on 232Th at the beam energy of 40 MeV.The vertial lines are drown at Ex = Sn(233Th), Sn(233Pa), Sn(233Pa)+Sn(232Pa),Ex0 � 12Sn(232Pa), and Ex0 + 12Sn(232Pa) (from left to right). Marked by `2' and`3' are the areas ontributing to the prodution of ground state nulei of 232Pa and233Pa, respetively.One an see that some part of 233Th nulei is formed at negative Ex.This ours when neutrons are getting aptured to the single-partile stateslying below the Fermi energy. After exlusion of suh events forbidden bythe Pauli priniple all ross setions will inrease by a fator of N=(N�N<),where N< is the number of reoil nulei with Ex < 0.The ross setion for the prodution of 233Pa is very small ompared tothe prodution ross setions of 233Th and 234Pa. This simply re�ets thesmall probability of the events in whih proton is aptured whereas neutronavoids absorption ompared to the probability for absorption of either n or nand p. In the following the ontribution to the prodution of 232; 233Pa(g.s.)from de-exitation of 233Pa is negleted.As shown in Fig. 2, the major soure of prodution of 233Pa(g.s.) is aregion marked by '3' whih extends from Ex = 0 up to the neutron emis-sion threshold Sn(233Th)=4.79 MeV. The states in this region de-exite by -emission to the ground state of 233Th whih in its turn is onverting into233Pa through �� deay.



Prodution of 232; 233Pa in 6Li+232Th Collisions in : : : 947The main soure of prodution of 232Pa(g.s.), marked by `2', is the2-neutron deay of 234Pa to the states of 232Pa with Ex < Sn(232Pa)=5.6MeV. The ontribution of this soure is estimated as�2(232Pa) � Rn(Ex1)Rn(Ex0) Ex0+ 12Sn(232Pa)ZEx0� 12Sn(232Pa) dEx�(6Li; �;Ex); (13)where Ex0, Ex1 are the mean exitation energies before and after emission ofthe �rst neutron; Rn(Ex0) and Rn(Ex1) are the branhing ratios for neutronemission from 234Pa at Ex = Ex0 and 233Pa at Ex = Ex1, respetively.Treating the emission of the �rst and the seond neutrons in the frame-work of preequilibrium and equilibrium models, respetively, allows one toexpress Ex1 in terms of Sn(232Pa) and Sn(233Pa) and present Ex0 throughEx1, Sn(234Pa) = 5:2 MeV and the exiton number n0 in the initial on�g-uration of 234Pa (for details see Appendix).The neutron branhing ratio is given byRn = 1=�n1=�n + 1=�f ; (14)where �n is the nulear deay time via the neutron hannel and �f is the�ssion lifetime. Taking these times from [24℄ we �nd that Rn(Ex) in 233Palinearly inreases from 0.6 to 0.7 when Ex inreases from 7 to 12 MeV. FromEq. (17) in the Appendix we estimated that Ex1 = 10 MeV whih givesRn(Ex1) = 0:66.From Eq. (20) in the Appendix we found that Ex0 = 20:1 and 18.4MeV at n0 = 4 and 5, respetively, and we put Rn(Ex0) = 1. A linearextrapolation of the neutron branhing ratio to Ex � 20 MeV would give0.85. However, the pre-equilibrium (fast) mehanism of neutron emission isexpeted to prevail at this exitation energy to make the branhing ratiolose to 1. 5. Disussion and onlusionThe type of trajetory alulations illustrated in Fig. 2 were repeated forfew values of 6Li beam energy in the range of 30�50 MeV with a 5 MeV step.They are summarized in a form of exitation funtions for the produtionof 232; 233Pa in 6Li+232Th ollisions whih are presented in Fig. 3 togetherwith experimental points [16℄.Looking at Fig. 3 one an see that there is as muh general agreementas might be antiipated aounting for a simplisti wave funtion of 6Li,employment of the hyperradial and mean �eld potential onepts and using
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Fig. 3. Exitation funtions for the prodution of 232Pa (left) and 233Pa (right) in6Li+232Th ollisions at E = 30�50 MeV. The arrows indiate the position of theCoulomb barrier.quite shemati piture of the de-exitation stage. On the average, theexitation funtion of 232Pa is underpredited by a fator of 0.6 while theexitation funtion of 233Pa is overpredited by a fator of 2.3.As seen from Fig. 3, the hoie n0 = 5 is preferable at low beam energieswhile at high energies n0 = 4 reprodues the data better. This is probablyonneted to the fat that the ontribution of diret mehanism inreaseswith the growing energy of the beam, hene of the exitation energy of thereoil nuleus of 234Pa.Using Eq. (7) for the p(x; y) distribution in 6Li one an show that dinu-leon and igarlike on�gurations (whih an be separated by the line y = xin Fig. 1) have equal weights. More realisti wave funtions [15℄ give rise tohigher probability for dinuleon than for igar: 73% vs 27% and 76% vs 24%in 6He [25℄ and 6Li [26℄, respetively.With the enhanement of the dinuleon on�guration the yield of 234Paoriginating from the apture of orrelated p-n pairs is expeted to inrease.Aordingly, the prodution of 232Pa inreases too. The igarlike on�gura-tion ontributes to the events when neutron is aptured while proton avoidsabsorption. Therefore with the suppression of this on�guration the yield of233Th, hene of 233Pa, should derease. Thus, the improved wave funtionof 6Li is expeted to drive the yields of both 232Pa and 233Pa towards betteragreement with the data.



Prodution of 232; 233Pa in 6Li+232Th Collisions in : : : 949I am grateful to Prof. N.G. Niolis for the disussions whih initializedour work on reations with loosely bound projetiles. Valuable ommentson the preliminary versions of the paper were made by Profs. G.F. Filippov,I.N. Vishnevsky, I.A. Korzh, V.A. Plujko, Yu.V. Kibkalo and N.I. Zaika.Dr. A.I. Sanzhur kindly provided us with his version of RKFS ode. Mrs.O.M. Kuprava of Information Department helped with searhing of data.AppendixThe mean exitation energy of 232Pa below the neutron emission thresh-old is given by Ex2 = 12Sn(232Pa) ; (15)while the orresponding temperature isT2 =rEx2a2 ; a2 = 232=8 : (16)By de�nition, the mean exitation energy Ex1 of 233Pa is shifted withrespet to Ex2 by the mean energy arried away by a neutron evaporatedfrom 233Pa: Ex1 = Ex2 + 2T2 + Sn(233Pa) : (17)The mean exitation energy Ex0 of 234Pa is shifted with respet to Ex1 bythe mean energy arried away by a neutron emitted from 234Pa. Given initialexiton number n0, the pre-equilibrium energy spetrum is given by [27,28℄N(�)d� � ��inv(�)(Ex0 � Sn � �)n0�2d� : (18)Let �max be the value of � where N(�) attains maximum. Treating �inv(�)as a onstant near � = �max we �nd�max = Ex0 � Snn0 � 1 : (19)Replaing the mean neutron kineti energy with �max we obtain:Ex0 = Ex1 + Sn(234Pa) + Ex0 � Sn(234Pa)n0 � 1 (20)whih yields Ex0 = n0 � 1n0 � 2Ex1 + Sn(234Pa): (21)
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